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2 arrested
for armed
SJSU heist
Two East Bay men were
arrested last Tuesday at Stanford
University in connection with the
armed robbery of the SJSU
cashier’s office Nov. 10.
Don Lilly of the Stanford
University Police, said Kenneth
Taylor, 24, of Richmond, and
Willie Robertson, 34, of Oakland,
were booked into Santa Clara
County jail on charges of armed
robbery and a previous burglary.
Both suspects posted 880,000
bail last week and are out of jail.
Lilly said a student notified
Stanford police early Tuesday
afternoon that a man fitting
Taylor’s description, was
walking around the school’s
Instructional TV Center.
According to Lilly, Taylor was
a suspect in the burglary of
audio-visual equipment from the
Stanford TV network the week
before.
He said the student then followed the two, who left the area
in their car. Police intercepted
the pair a few minutes later and
arrested them.
The two are charged with the
hold-up of the SJSU cashier’s
office and escaping with 82,750.
The money has not been
recovered.
Lilly said Taylor is a prime
suspect in recent burglaries at
UC Berkeley and UC Davis.
He said Taylor had a loaded
.25 caliber automatic in his
possession along with a brown
shoulder bag allegedly used in
the SJSU robbery.
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By Dean Cheatham
and
John C. Hayes
Recruitment has long been
considered a dirty word in the CSUC
system but in an era of declining
enrollment it may become increasingly necessary.
And while the chancellor’s office
officially frowns on recruiting efforts by individual schools, some
campuses, including SJSU, have
embarked on informational
programs that have taken counselors well beyond traditional service areas.
This year SJSU’s Office of
Relations with Schools will spend
$11,500, not including money for
three full-time salaries, in an effort
to get more information about SJSU
and other campuses to potential
students, according to the
program’s director, Ellen Tarpini an.
The program only has been in
operation for one and one-half years
so it is too early to assess results.
However, this semester saw a 12 per
cent increase in starting freshmen
and a 6 per cent increase in
sophomore transfers, according to
Director of Admissions Clyde
Brewer.
This is only the second time in 10
years there has been a net increase
in new student enrollments, he said.
Brewer attributes at least part of
the increase to the program that
sends counselors to community
colleges and high schools statewide
to attract new students to this

Scott Anderson
campus.
Up until recently SJSU only
recruited within its service area.
This area includes Santa Clara, San
Benito, Monterey and Santa Cruz
Counties as well as parts of San
Mateo County.
Now, SJSU, along with Humboldt, Chico and Fresno State, has
begun to recruit outside of its normal area, according to Tarpinian.
SJSU recruiters recently have
visited 46 high schools, she said, six
of them in Southern California. In
addition, they have been to 36
community college "transfer days,"
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Recruitment operations cost $11,500;
information effort expands statewide
13 of them in Southern California
"People flock to us when we go
out," Brewer said. "They wonder
where we’ve been for 10 years.
Brewer added that even the local
recruitment program was
inadequate 10 years ago, when
enrollments were growing and the
university had no need to go to the
community looking for students.
"We’re not going into anyone’s
area as cutthroat recruiters, trying
to create a threat to the other state
universities, but are responding to
inquiries about the university,"
Brewer said.
The Office of Relations with
Schools was originally part of the
Undergraduate Studies Department. In 1972 it was put under Admissions and Records and since then
has been enlarged, according to
Scott Anderson, deputy director of
admissions.
The decision to expand its
operation was made by the SJSU
vice presidents, Brewer and
President John Bunzel, Anderson
said, but he denied it had anything to
do with enrollment.
"We were getting lots of calls
from schools regarding articulation
(preparation and transfer of
credits)," he said. The office’s
purpose mainly is to improve
communication, he added, noting
that Tarpinian is expected to do preadmission counseling as well as
provide all types of information for
other schools.
Even so, the relations with
schools program is part of a

Support staff granted time off with pay
to recompense for Saturday holidays
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One of the Christmas cards sent to Gov. Brown by Clerical and Allied Services employes.

Gay. Brown granted time-off with
pay to all state employes last week
for Christmas Eve and New Year’s
Eve. The action affects most of the
support staff at SJSU.
The move was made to compensate state employes who would
have lost holiday pay because
Christmas Day and New Year’s Day
fall on Saturdays.
It affects over 100,000 state
employes and 2,700 employes at
SJSU.
Brown’s decision came after the
Clerican & Allied Services Employes (CASE) labor organization
pressured him with a large mailing
campaign of Christmas cards sent to
his office depicting him as the
Christmas villain, Scrooge.
Joyce Harlan, a clerical assistant
in the Women’s Physical Education
Department and a spokeswoman for
CASE, said the governor originally
offered employes a total of a halfday’s pay for both holidays, while
requiring state offices to remain
open on the eves of both holidays.
CASE argued that it would actually save the state money to close
offices on Christmas Eve and New
Year’s Eve rather than paying for
phones, heating and electricity
needed to keep offices staffed by
skeleton crews.
Highway Patrol officers and
other state employes who cannot
take the days off will be compensated by being able to take time
off on some other day.
CASE will also ask the state
legislature to change present state
regulations to allow state employes
to receive the previous Friday off on
holidays that fall on Saturday.

Ellen larpinian
coherent effort to get and keep
students.
All membes of the Admissons
and Records staff, for example,
attend 24 hours of special training
sessions in which they identify
problems and learn better to deal
with students.
Students applying to SJSU now
are given the name and telephone
number of the person handling their
application. This enables the student

to talk to a specific person about the
application and its progress through
admissions, Brewer said.
In place of the cards that were
once sent to students confirming
their acceptance, the admissions
office now sends out booklets explaining the university.
In addition, the program has sent
representatives to local companies,
among them Hewlett-Packard, Intel
and Ames Research, in search of
students.
Finally, this summer saw several
television commercials on KNTV,
Channel 11, promoting SJSU and
some of the programs offered here.
The commercials were donated free
of charge by KNTV.
Whether all this is successful
remains to be seen. Brewer said the
state probably will see more and
more recruitment by state
universities and colleges, although
none of the campuses recruited
outside their service areas when
SJSU’s program started.
"Students don’t line up at the
door anymore," he said. "We have
finally taken the concept that we are
a state university.
"Once they get here we have to
make them feel welcome," Brewer
said.

CSUC presidents
to probe ex-officer
The CSUC Student President’s
Association (SPA) decided yesterday to have proper authorities investigate possible criminal charges
against its former controller LeMond Goodloe.
The decision came after A.S.
Attorney Bob Fulton said if a
criminal suit could be brought there
would be a good chance of
"recovering the funds."
Checks studied
Last year the association was
found to be unexpectedly short of
funds. Present Controller James
Ferguson, also A.S. President at
SJSU, directed Crocker Bank of San
Francisco to send copies of checks to
Fulton, who had the checks audited,
studied the results and made his
recommendation.
Reportedly, some of the checks
were made out to "cash" and some
were cashed with only one signature
when two were needed.
Ferguson told the association
that more than 88,000 of the funds
spent are still unaccounted for. He
said he will ask the bank to check its
files for 25 lost or voided checks with
which the money was spent.
. University responsible
A.S. Public Information Officer
Steve Wright said San Francisco
State University, where Goodloe
was A.S. President, might also be
responsible because the expenditure
of the funds was run out of its
business office. He said the A.S.
Business Manager, Lou Rodrigues,

was one of the co-signatures
required on the checks.
Crocker Bank may also be
responsible because it accepted the
checks with just one signature.
Wright said the SPA discussed
ways of getting the money back and
decided, on Fulton’s recommendation, that filing a criminal suit
rather than a civil suit would be the
best way of going about it.
Procedure changed
The accounting procedures were
changed recently to avoid such a
situation from occurring again.
Now the Bank of America will
handle all the check writing.
Ferguson will not have to sign a
check. Instead, he will send in
requests that checks be sent where it
is needed (e.g., to pay bills), and the
bank will handle the rest.
According to the Santa Clara
County District Attorney’s office, if
a person is intrusted with the funds
of an association and spends them
for personal use, he would be
charged with embezzlement.

Weather
Fair and warmer through
Wednesday with highs in the mid-60s
and lows in the upper-40s. Light
winds with moderate pollution
counts. No rain predicted for the
entire week.
- SJSU Meteorology Deportment

Dancing freshman a lively 78

Student fulfilling never-ending quest
By Gilbert Chan
Learning is a never ending
process for SJSU freshman August
Cheyrias, who may be the oldest
student on campus.
The 78-year-old French major
came to SJSU to "keep my mind
occupied." But he added he has no
intention of competing against other
students.
One of his concerns is he does not
want to do anything to hurt the
employment opportunities of the
younger students. Cheyrias said he
may write in the future because such
a field would not be competitive with
the younger generation.
What has led Cheyrias to continue his education?
The high school graduate gave
the Bible and the writings of
American poet Henry Wadsworth
Longfellow as the reasons that

"have inspired me to keep going."
These readings, according to
Cheyrias, emphasize learning and
education.
Dressed in a striped shirt and a
black tie with small replicas of the
Liberty Bell, the Sunnyvale resident
said he welcomes any opportunity to
learn more with the young.
Cheyrias, who is enrolled in the
over-60’s pilot program at SJSU,
said he is here to observe college
life. The pilot program allows those
persons over 60, who meet admission standards, to enter SJSU
without paying admission and
registration fees.
Assessing his three months at
SJSU, Cheyrias said he enjoys
watching the enthusiasm students
exhibit on camnus.
"I’ve never seen a student here
who wasn’t serious in getting to their

classes," he pointed out. "It does my
heart good to see the young do good
and get married."
Occasionally adjusting his wirerim glasses, Cheyrias would pause
before answering a question. His
emphasis on clarity was illustrated
by his slow and deliberate replies.
A bookkeeper and accountant
before retirement, Cheyrias attended several classes at De Anza
Junior College in Cupertino in 1972
and 1973.
He enrolled in French courses at
De Anza and decided to major in the
language when he entered SJSU.
"I’ve been following French for
many years," he said. Cheyrias said
his relatives and parents were
French.
"French was spoken at home,"
he said. However, he added he did
not have an opportunity to speak a

lot of French as a youngster
"In those days youngsters would
be seen and not heard," he said.
Dr. Jean Gosselin, associate
professor of foreign languages and
one of Cheyrias’ instructors, said,
"The effect of having him in the
class is very positive."
Gosselin said some students are
helping Cheyrias when he has
problems. "The class is very
sympathetic to him," he said.
"The students seem touched by
his efforts," Gosselin said. He added
the presence of Cheyrias is a good
experience for the whole class.
Cheyrias said he wants to achieve
the "best work as I can in classes."
The classes are okay, he added.
"They (students) never say you’re
too old.
Continued on Page 6

August Cheyrias, 75 year old freshman at SJSU. maioring InFren( h
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Letters
Policy change
is ’incorrect’

Opinion
American people cheated

Patty Hearst’s release from jail
smacks of shady deals, payoffs
By Kevin Dwyer
Patricia Hearst’s release from a
youth correctional institute this past
week serves as a biting example of
this nation’s misallocation of justice
and, more blatantly but less conspicuously, how money talks and influences people.
Where have our values gone,
America?
Patty Hearst helped rob a bank
and was involved in kidnapping
several people, as well as shooting
up a sporting goods store in Los
Angeles.
Yet today, she sits comfortably
amongst the finery of her parents’
Nob Hill apartment, while lesser
known crooks, bandits, and kidnappers are rotting away in barred up confinements such as San
Quentin, Vacaville and Soledad.
Can we honestly call this justice?
Surely not the type we’ve been used
to: a la Perry Mason or Owen
Marshall. Nope, you can bet your
sugar daddy this sort of justice is different.
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It has a different flavor. It
smacks of shakedowns and shadey
deals, of payoffs and paybacks.
In essence, it spells corruption.
Not back alley, barroom corruption,
but neatly tailored, well mannered
corruption, in which a high powered
individual like Randolph Hearst can
Kevin Dwyer is a Spartan Daily
staff writer on the news desk. He
covers the Administration of Justice
and University Police beat.
corral enough power and influence
to change the course of justice.
Granted, Patty Hearst was the
victim of bizarre circumstances that
no doubt influenced her behavior
during her so-called SLA captivity,
but she was tried and convicted like
thousands of other people, so why
should she go free?
The answer is as green as the
grass on the far side of the hill:
money.
Money talks. It influences people.
And, if you’re Randolph Hearst, with
an endless supply available from
trust funds, silver and copper mines,
as well as a newspaper empire that
stretches across the country, $1.5
million is a pittance.
Surely U.S. District Court Judge
William H. Orrick, who two months
ago sentenced Miss Hearst to seven

years in prison, must have felt the
long arm of Randolph Hearst when
he released her from prison.
The point is. the American people
are being robbed cheated, if you
will of every strip of justice sewn
into the Constitution.
Patty Hearst is a criminal. That’s
a matter of public record. But she is
also the daughter of a wealthy and
powerful man who shapes the meaning of that Constitution to speak his
language.
Is this equality under law?
Hardly, but this is how our system
works
a system in which the only
real justice is that which is bought.
borrowed or sold, a system in which
money buys power and influence on
all levels of government.
One has only to look at the behavior of Congress recently to see influence peddling and backdoor
diplomacy at work in the form of
money and gifts from foreign
governments.
It’s no wonder then. that Judge
Orrick acknowledged Patty’s release because of her "strong family.
ties" and, maybe more importantly,
her "extensive financial resources."
Money talks. It’s a sham on our
system, but as the song says, it
"makes the world go ’round."
I’m sure Randolph Hearst knows
it well
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Editor:
The editorial of Nov. 17 concerning "special privileges" of the
ISA is hardly a matter of grave importance for discussion. However,
for the awareness of the American
students, I feel some facts should be
revealed.
Of the many newsmen and photographers covering the meeting between the KSJS board and the
Iranian students, there was only one
photographer whose actions were
objectionable.
He was the one who, flanked by
campus police, began taking closerange pictures of the Iranians after
the meeting ended. His constant
harassment and agitation of the
Iranians present aroused some
doubts about the nature of the KSJSFM board and the Daily in regards
to the All Fargam program.
As a result, students went to the
Daily office to protest the photographer’s behavior.
As a student present at the
meeting observing these incidents, I
was outraged at the misleading
presentation of the story by the
Spartan Daily.
I suggest that, in the future, you
substantiate your opinions with
applicable facts. I make this
statement in reference to your view
that "special privileges can no
longer be warranted with arguments
and demands that have no significant or concrete basis."
Many Americans are aware of
these pertinent issues, as well as
being aware of unfounded opinions,
which construe or deny important
information.
Significant and concrete facts
follow:
"SAVAK agents hound and
harass Iranians in the U.S. with full
knowledge and sometimes the assistance of the CIA" (Jack Anderson,
S.F. Chronicle, Oct. 26).
The Shah openly admits SAVAK
( Iranian secret police) is in the U.S.
"checking on anybody who becomes
affiliated with circles, organizations
hostile to my country." (in CBS’s
"60 Minutes," printed in New’ York
Times, Oct. 22)
Political prisoners arbitranlio arrested undergo tortures such as
"sustained flogging of the soles of
the feet, extraction of finger and toe
nails, electric shock treatment
to sexual organs and the thrusting of
a broken bottle into the anus of the
prisoners suspended by their wrists
from a beam." (Sunday Times,
Jan.)
Although the acknowledgement
of certain students as ISA officers is
an act of some risk to these people,
this fact does not justify the Spartan
Daily’s recent editorial policy.
The effect of this policy would
ease the job of the Gestapo-type
secret police of the Shah SAVAK
since the Spartan Daily would be
printing the names and photographs
of ISA members. This would result
in direct identification of members
in relation to specific political activities on campus.
In view of these facts, your policy
regarding the ISA is incorrect.
Maintaining anonymity of ISA
members in regard to letters to the
editor and photographs taken in the
proximity of political activities is a
necessity imposed upon these students by the fascist government of
the Shah.
Steven Leonard
Mathematics junior

Letters rule
stifles voices
Editor:
Last year, I attended La Universidad de Las Americas in Cholula,
Puebla, Mexico.
The newspaper at that institution, "La Onda," was nothing
more than a poor excuse for a gossip
sheet. Being nothing more than a
castrated, censored tool of the
school administration, it was successful in keeping the student body
at large uninformed, ignorant and
divided.
One of the major devices used to
achieve this goal was that of requiring "letters to the editor" authors be identified. This, of course,
was for easy identification of the dissenter who was then subtly expelled,
deported and/or thrown in jail,
depending on the degree, repetition
and subject of the protest.
I’m not suggesting that dissenters at SJSU will be deported,
excommunicated or rudely manhandled in any way once they’ve
been identified.
What I am trying to point out is
that the recent change in editorial
policy requiring that "letters to the
editor" authors be identified will
only serve to drive away those who
must express themselves but cannot
be identified because of possible

retribution to themselves and/or
their families.
To institute this policy is to close
your doors to free expression and to
make us, your readers, ignorant of
opinions and feelings which influence our community.
It can serve only to limit the
Spartan Daily’s perspective and
prompt at least me to ask the question, does the Spartan Daily answer
to a higher authority’
Alexander Barnett
Meteorology junior
Editor’s note: Spartan Daily policy
Is set by the newspaper editor. The
recent policy change was made with
the blessing of the Daily’s editorial
board and the staff at large.

Daily story on
grievances hit
Editor:
A few corrections to Dean
Cheatham’s recent article (Nov. 221
on the current grievance hearings:
The grievance panel, for
example, was elected this semester,
not last semester as reported.
Thomas McNerney is teaching
here this semester, so it is incorrect
to report that he "was not rehired
this semester."
An error of a different sort appears in the statement that "Dean of
the Faculty Sasseen will act as
’prosecutor’ representing the administration." This error is more
significant since it entails a serious
misunderstanding of the grievance
process.
If an analogy to a criminal proceeding is proper at all, then the
grievant’s advocate
not the
campus representative acts as a
prosecutor. The task of the campus
representative at a grievance
hearing is to defend the university
against accusations of wrongful
action.
In a grievance process, the grievant is the accuser and the university is the defendant, so that Dean
Saseen is "defense counsel" rather
than "prosecuting attorney."
Nor can Dean Sasseen be rightly
pictured as representative of the
administration, since he is often
called upon to defend the action, not
of administrators only, but of faculty
committees and departmental colleagues as well.
Hobert W. Burns
Academic Vice President

Third parties
are important
Editor:
I have been surprised by the
reaction to third party candidates in
the recent election. There were
letters and comments by Spartan
Daily staffers about not wanting to
throw away their vote, yet not
wanting to vote for either Ford or
Carter.
I can understand not wanting to
throw away the most valuable thing
a citizen in a democracy has, the
vote. A vote for a third party candidate for any office is not throwing
it away. In fact, it may have more
influence than a vote for one of the
two major parties.
The people who run the two
major parties are in the business of
getting their candidates elected. The
votes for third party candidates are
gone over very carefully to see how
their party or candidate can drain
off some of them to give that party
the edge in the next election and help
insure victory.
No, voting for third party candidates is not throwing your vote
away. Your vote actually has more
impact and helps build a stronger
democracy and increase participation by the electorate.
Michael Dutton
History Senior

Disruption of
Viet films hit
Editor:
During and after the recent films
about Saigon and the People’s
Democratic Republic ( formerly
North Vietnam), the right-wing Vietnamese threw a cherry bomb and
then gathereA outside the entrance
in an all -male mob of 30 to 40 unruly
cowards while the University Police
did nothing to prevent it.
The fact that there was no fight
before I left was due entirely to the
calm of the Vietnamese Patriots.
The right-wingers are arrogant,
rascist pipsqueaks who think they
make great machos when they
huddle together ( throwing the
cherri, bomb and shouting stuff like

"You’re a honky"), but when you
see one all by his lonesome he
wouldn’t even Aare argue with you.
We Americans didn’t end the official
South Vietnamese government
because all we did was to transport
them over here.
The so-called right-wing %letnamese, who are actually hangerons of the former South Vietnamese
government, are worse than the
lousiest hard-core criminals the U.S.
ever had because none of our
criminals murdered, raped, robbed,
destroyed, and divided their own
country the way they did to their
people.
Even a book like "The Green
Beret," which supported the Vietnam war, would show you the reason
why we lost men and money in Vietnam was because those same
stinkers who deceived us into fighting for them were corrupt, coldblooded egotists who stole our
money and wouldn’t go out and risk
their silly little lives with our men.
You can bet they won’t fight for
us when we get in another war because they’ll run again.
The enemies of this country are
not the radicals or "reds," as the
ruling class would have you believe,
but the ruling class itself, and people
whose natures have the corruption
and greed of the rich and powerful
such as these South Vietnamese
right-wingers.
Don’t let them fool you into
feeling sorry for them, "the homeless waifs," because they should be
in Vietnam now to face their trials
for the war crimes they committed.
Our courage and help are needed
for our problems here, and every
American, whether he or she gets
called a honky, redskin, nigger,
Mex, Chink, or Jan, should give the
rascist Vietnamese rightwingers a
fist in their faces instead of the handout they take for granted.
Elaine M. Endow
Art senior

Jewish econ
is not history
Editor:
The otherwise excellent article in
the Spartan Daily (Nov. 23), on the
new course for spring semester,
"The Economic History of the
Jews," contained two deficiencies:
First, the reporter neglected to
mention that the course is
designated as Econ 109, "The
Economic History of the Jews."
Secondly, the reporter implied
that this would be more like a history course than an economics
course; whereas the course is being
offered in the Economics Department and. obviously, will be a
proper economics course.
Otherwise, I would like to thank
the Spartan Daily for a very good
article on the new course.
Martin Primack
Economics professor

Trivia name
is mispelled’
Editor:
I was deeply saddened Monday
morning when I saw yet another
mispelled word in the Spartan Daily.
The alledged word in question is the
name of a well known TV character.
Chumly the walrus.
For three yeall, Chumly proved
to be one of television’s finest cartoon acters on the "Tennese Tuxedo
Show." After this fine service to
cartoon fans everywhere. I think the
least you can do is spell his name
correctly (you spelled it "Chumley"
instead of the correct spelling of
"Chumly").
The local chapter of the Don
Adams Fan Club (of which I am
President) is up in arms over the
mispelling of Chumly’s name.
We demand that a apologe appear in the Trivia section where the
mispelling first occured
Ernie Hill
Jurnalism Major

Write Us
The Spartan Daily encourages
your comments regarding
editorials, comments, news
stories or anything you might
have on your mind.
Best letters are short (250
words) and to the point. The
Spartan Daily reserves the right
to edit for libel, length and style.
All letters should be signed
with the author’s name, major
and class standing.
Letters may be submitted at
the Daily office (JC 208) between
9 a.m. and 5 p.m., Monday
through Friday, or by mail.
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Subscription plan adopted

spartaguide

Scholarship fund boosted
The Spartan Shops
Board of Directors has
appro%ed a proposal by
manager Harry Wineroth
to begin a magazine subscription program which
could yield at least $5,000
annually to the university’s
general scholarship fund.
Subscription blanks and
advertising material will
be placed around campus,
and income from subscriptions will be transferred to
the school’s scholarship
pool.
Law prohibits
The program will be
conducted through the
National Association of
College Stores ( NACS ).

the board are made in a
negligent manner which
results in a loss to the
Spartan Shop operation.

A state law prohibits
anyone other than an
auxiliary operation such as
Spartan Shops to solicit on
campus.
The plan is being undertaken in part to halt other
sellers of subscriptions
from using the campus as
an advertising outlet, according to Wineroth.
The board also has
authorized Wineroth to act
for the group in acquiring
director’s liability insurance for the eight member board.
It is designed to protect
board members from possible claims and suits
charging that decisions of

Adjustments made
The insurance comes as
the result of board consultations with Russell
Roessler, Spartan Shops attorney, and Darrell Dukes,
the operation’s insurance
carrier.
Wineroth indicated he
would make the necessary
adjustments in reserve
funds to acquire a $1
million policy.
Dukes, representing
Darrell Dukes Insurance
Associates, will write the

$2,500 deductible policy for
a $2,500 annual fee.
Bids for construction of
the campus bakery, to be
located in the Old Cafeteria
building adjacent to the
Spartan Pub, are now
being taken. John Burke,
chief of Auxiliary Plant
Operations, is working with
campus purchasing to acquire equipment for the
facility, according to Wineroth.
Board response
The operation is expected to open in the first
quarter of 1977.
In a response to questions from the board

whether the Spartan Shops
operation offers students a
nutritional menu, Wineroth
invited two SJSU home
economists to speak to the
board.
Dr. Elveda Smith-Nury
and Dr. Rose Tseng told the
board the biggest obstacle
to proper nutrition for students eating at the cafeteria lies in nutritional education or choosing the
properly balanced foods.
Even though many of
the foods served are
processed, the economicsts
did not see a nutritional
threat from the foods offered.

Teacher corps staff provides on lob
training for area faculty members
The Teacher Corps staff
of SJSU provide on-the-job
teacher training for the
faculty at Rogers School in
the Alum Rock School District. said Dr. Robert
Spaulding, professor of
elementary education and
director of the federally
funded program.
The Rogers faculty and
four teaching interns from
SJSU learn a variety of research -tested teaching
techniques and receive
feedback from the SJSU
staff on the success of what
they have learned and
utilized in the classroom,
Spaulding said.
Teachers needed
SJSU’s Teacher Corps,
one of about 50 in the
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United States, is in its
second year of a two-year
grant. The corps came into
being through federal legislation in 1965 in response to
the need for qualified
teachers in low-income
areas, according to the
corps’ national director,
William L. Smith.
Teacher Corps programs and strategy are
aimed at utilizing the individual strengths of students, Spaulding said. For
example, "exceptional
children" require individualized programs.
Needs decided
"Exceptional children"
are those whose academic
ability deviates considerably from the norm in
either direction, he said.
The Rogers faculty
decides what their
students’ needs are and the
SJSU staff then helps them.
If a teacher asks for
help in working with a
particular child, the staff
assists the teacher in interpreting computerized
data that has been put together on the child’s learning patterns, Spaulding

.

.

Models chosen
Much of the corps’ work
has been done in diagnostic-prescriptive teaching
especially in reading.
SJSU Teacher Corps
staff have nine models of
teaching from which the

ASPB Presentc)

Wednesday, Dec. 1
Morns Dailey
2.30, 7 Et 10

$1

A poetry reading will be
given at 9 tonight at the
Rainbow Lady Coffeehouse, 408 E. William St

"Ways to Consciousness." a three-hour film,
will be shown continually
from 9:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m.
and 7 p.m. to 10 p.m. today
in the S.U. Loma Prieta
Room. The film presents in
authoritative and dramatic
form a variety of Eastern,
and also some Western approaches to the exploration
of personal consciousness.

fraternity will be holding a
crafts fair from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. Wednesday and 10
a.m. to 3 p.m. Thursday in
HE 100. Handmade crafts
and Christmas decorations
will be available. Also
baked goods and white elephants will be sold. Proceeds will go towards Phi
U’s treasury for its activities next spring. For more
information. contact Paula
Schirle at 296-8656 ( home)
or 277-2261 work).

to 2 p.m. Thursday in the
SJSU Women’s Center. Information can be obtained
by calling the center at 2947265.
Inter -Varsity Christian
Fellowship will meet at 7
p.m. Thursday in the Campus Christian Center.

CAMERA-iad
3445, Iii St 1114-3111141
trN Wed

Plays into Alm Festival

The Gay Student Union
will meet at 8 p.m. Thursday in the S.U. Guadalupe
Room. Elections will be
held for officers in the
spring.
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Two Award Winners
Mike Nichols
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Neil Harish.in,

Dr. Robert Spaulding, director of SJSU’s
Teacher Corps, tells how the corps’ teach.
ing staff trains the faculty at Rogers

Rogers School can choose.
These models include programs that teach students
to express creativity, role
playing that teaches
students to understand
others’ feelings, and
programs that teach
students how to examine

Two sections of Beginning Aikido will be offered
next semester by the Physical Education Department and will be taught by
Paul Linden, a black belt in
Aikido.
Aikido is a non-violent
martial art and a practice
for development mental
and physical self-awareness and self-knowledge.

ROCKY HORROR
PICTURE SHOW

Sigma Nu fraternity will
hold its 16th Annual SwingA-Thon for Toys For Tots
through Dec. 2. Bring any
old toys to Sigma Nu, 155
So. 11th St., for distribution
to needy children.
.
SJSU cheerleader and
stuntsperson clinics and
tryouts will be held at 7:15
p.m. today in the S.U.
Almaden Room. A second
clinic will be held at 7:45
p.m. Wednesday in the
Umunhum Room. Phone
241-5533 or 258-1476 for further information.

Circle K will be meeting
from 6 to 7 p.m. today in the
S.U. Almaden Room. The
meeting will be to discuss
upcoming events. Everyone is welcome.

School in
techniques.

research tested

values.
Multi -cultural programs and parent involvement are also areas
covered by the teaching
models.
Besides directing the
Teacher Corps project,
Spaulding trains the four

Beginning Aikido
classes to start

A love story that
All McGraw wouldn’t
be caught dead in.

sigma Pi fraternity will
have a table from 10:30
a.m. to 1:30 p.m. today in
the S.U. for anyone interested in the organization.

Beginning Aikido, PE
96D, will be a one-unit
course meeting once a
week. The first section will
meet on Mondays from
12:30-14:20. The second
section will meet on Wednesdays from 12:30-14:40.

teaching

The Economics Students Association will present a lecture entitled
"What is State Monopoly
Capitalism" at 12:30 p.m.
Thursday in DMH 227.
Guest speaker for the lecture will be Dr. Karl Niebyl.

ORO
11-11 I

Pit ASS()
RENOIR
V. YETII
M

ESCHER

AND MANY MORE

SJSU interns and sometimes teaches at Rogers
School.

FM program
to be retained
In Wednesday’s Spartan
Daily it was incorrectly
printed that the FM Operations Committee, after
hearing protests, decided
not to retain All Fargam’s
Persian music program.
This was a typographical
error.
The committee in fact
decided to retain the
program and offer equal
time to the Iranian Students Association who had
protested the show.

LOCATION: Student Union
DATE: Men. N.Y. 29 -Fit. Om 3
TIME: 9 am -5 Ina
’
SPONSORED BY THE BOOKSTORE

Body Image for Women
will meet from 3:30 to 4:30
p.m. Wednesday in the
SJSU Women’s Center.
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Budweiser* presents "Beer Talk"

-Salt in beer?

POD

s

TIE FIRST COLLECTION OF

HUMOR BY WOMEN

Did you ever See somebody put
sail in hrs. beer to bring ihe head
hark up"

Well, if you want to do it that way,
its okay with us.

But really
. what salt does to a
great beer is make it salty

A perfect head of foam is easy Just
start with Budweiser And pour it
smack down the middle
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She haw
Who says women can be funny/ TITTERS does
And it you dont believe us.
lust ask George Sand who says a million toughs,
TITTERS is the first collection of humor by women
Women like Gail Parent Gildo Radner, Anne Meora,
Phyllis Diller. Lois Gould and Candice Bergen
So run down to your bookstore tor the funniest book
this side of Joan Rivers

Outrageous Illustrakons 314 93 oat( S7 95 pope,
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You can save the salt for the popcorn. ’cause that Beachwood Aged
Budweiser taste winks for /fuel?

And you can take that without a
grain of salt.

Get fr. copy of the illuewerser Boer Tsui Booklet
Writ* Beer Talk," Anhanimarillutch ten Si Louis Mn ell is
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USF crunches pathetic SJSU boaters
in West NCAA quarterfinal massacre

sakuma
SJSU freshman forward Joe Silveira quarter -final loss at USF’s choppy Ulrich
struggles with USF midfielder Mal Roche Field Saturday.
during the booters’ 5 0 crucial NCAA
Caul

By Jamie Rossi
If anything can go
wrong it will, but for the
SJSU soccer team everything went wrong Saturday.
The Spartans’ no-goal
defense resembled swiss
cheese, the offensive attack was shakled in leg
irons and to highlight the
misfortunes the defending
champion University of
San Francisco took it
’Easy’ on the booters in
more ways than one.
Like mice in a maze, not
knowing which way to the
goal, the SJSU booters
were trounced 5-0 by the
Dons before a standing
room only crowd at USF’s
Ulrich Field,
The Hilltoppers, playing
as if they could do no wrong
and they didn’t, had the
potential for a doublefigure shutout but Don
head coach Steve Negoesco
elected to give the hapless
Spartans a break when he
installed his reserve team
early in the second half of
play.
"I could have left all my
starters in if I wanted to
rack up the score,"
Negoesco said, "but all you
need is one goal to win."
The Spartans leading
scorer Easy Perez, in what
seemed to be as shocking
as the loss itself, was
ejected from the contestturned -landslide seven
minutes into the final half.
Both teams, reaching
the NCAA quarterfinal
match with decisive wins
over their Far West regional competitors last week,
were exhibiting overly
aggressive play and like
Perez said following the
slaughter. "I just got

Cagers edge Chico State,
then lose to Nevada -Reno
After an exhibition victory over the Republic of
China 10 days ago, the
SJSU basketball team split
over the holiday weekend,
defeating Chico State 79-75
in overtime, and losing on
the road to Nevada -Reno
80-77.
The Spartans continued
on their road excursion last
night when they faced the
University of Montana ( the
score was unavailable at
presstime ). They will
finish ther eight game
roadtrip in Los Angeles
where they will play the
powerful Bruins from
UCLA on Dee. 22.
Against Chico State
Friday, at the Independence Field House, it took

I. MARK’S
STEREO
Buy & Trade
293-8990
74 E San Fernand()
di from Campus

a layup by freshman forward Wally Rank and
two free throws by Rick
Quinn in overtime to halt
the scrappy Wildcat five.
Junior forward Tracy
Haynes turned in a solid
performance for the winners as he scored 21 points,
hitting eight of 11 shots
from the field and adding
10 rebounds to pace the
Spartans.
Rank. who had an ex-

ceptional night against the
Taiwan team, once again
turned in another strong
showing as he pumped in 13
points and hauled down 11
rebounds to lead the game
in that category.
The stubborn Wildcat
club, which is comprised of
12 individuals who are not
on basketball scholarships, were led by 6-foot -9
center Duaine Harding who
won d 13 points and strong

armed 10 rebounds to pace
his club.
SJSU finished the contest shooting 40.5 per cent
from the floor, hitting on 32
of 79 attempts, while Chico
State shot 43.8 per cent,
canning 28 of 64.
Sophomore center Edgar Jones scorched the nets
for 32 points en route to
Nevada -Reno’s three point
victory over the Spartans
Saturday night

SJSU ruggers begin play
with tourney at Stanford
S.ISU’s rugby team will
open the 1976-77 season
Saturday at Stanford in a
tournament which will feature many of the top teams
in Northern California.
Among the clubs represented will be the Bay Area
Touring Side, the Old
Blues, the Olympic Club,
Stanford and UC Berkeley.

SJSU coach Don McBeath
expects about 30 clubs to be
represented at the tourney.
"This tournament is
held every year and marks
the start of seasonal play,"
McBeath explained.
Games will be played on
Harry Maloney Field with
the first games slated to
start at 8:30 a. m.
"We will take two
teams to Stanford as we
now have about 25 to 30 people out for the team," the
coach said.
The Stanford tournament will feature 10 aside
play but when the regular
season starts in January
the ruggers will be playing
with 15 aside.
"We are still working on
our basic skills as it is real
early in the season.
"The Stanford tournament marks the break between football and rugby
and allows many of the
players to find out just how
fit or unfit they really are,"
McBeath said.
Many of McBeath’s rugby players also are stars on
the Spartan grid team.
Among those that do double
duty for SJSU are John
Blake, Paul Kessler, Pat
McLaughlin, Pat Kohlman
and Paul Kolesnikow:

E SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SN
ONLY

50#

John Blain also plays
for the ruggers but doesn’t
plan to come out until January, according to McBeath.

caught
As the SJSU soccer season and hopes for a shot at
the NCAA title came to an
abrupt end Saturday it will
be the name John Brooks
that may cause nightmares
in the minds of Spartan
players and fans.
The 6-foot-2 freshman
midfielder not only managed to contain and antagonize Perez but the native of Dalby, England,
drilled in two goals past the
Spartan defense.
It took the Dons only 19
minutes to get their shellshocking attack underway
and as if it had been written
in the scripts the NCAA’s
most valuable player in
1975 led the charge.
Andy Atuegbu, a player
that Spartan head coach
Julie Menendez feels there
is "none better," took the
ball 25 yards in front of the
USF net, one of the rare
moments the ball had gotten that deep into Don
Territory, and began a
dazzling exhibition- of
dribbling towards Spartan
goalie Sean Keohane.
The 5-foot-8 junior from
Nigeria, penetrating the
porrous SJSU defense,
tipped a pass to countryman Alex Nwosu who returned the ball back to
Atuegbu 20 yards outside
the Spartan net.
Keohane had come
away from the goal line attempting to cut down the
angle but Atuegbu’s shot
soared into the goal and
provided the needed momentum for the Dons.
Diving saves
A series of diving saves
by Keohane highlighted the
next 20 minutes of play but
the inevitable happened
again.
A shot by USF forward
Mal Roche and an out of
bounds deflection by
Keohane had set the stage
for another Don tally.
Atuegbu drilled a corner
kick across the face of the
Spartan net where it struck
a pile of humanity and ricocheted off the left upright.
John Brooks alertly discovered the rebound bouncing in front of the cage and
drilled it past Keohane for
the Dons second score of
the afternoon.
A minute later, Roche,
somewhat frustrated at the
amount of his shots that
Keohane had repelled,
rifled a prayer from 30
yards that found the right
corner of the net for the
Dons third and final tally of
the half.
came
The Spartans
back on the field after indifferent
a
termission with
look about them. It was not
the look of a team trailing
by three, it was not as if

they had thrown in the
towel but it was an optimistic look that showed some
of the 2500 onlookers that
the Spartans were still
alive momentarily.
Reserve installed
Menendez had pulled
the shell-shocked Keohane
out of the cage and installed reserve goalie Rick
Sanchez. But the big move
was the transition of Steve
Ryan from his defensive
post to the midfield in
hopes to bolster the SJSU
attack.
But the futile changes
did not divert the Don
machine.
Sanchez had batted
down rapid fire shots by the
Dons but after sixteen
minutes the junior from
Santa Clara was about to
be dealt some of the same
treatment USF had given
Keohane in the first half.
It was Brooks who Tallied first against Sanchez
on a 25 yard shot on a dead
run. With a four goal lead
coach Negoesco pulled the
starters and inVested the
subs.
But even the strength of
the USF bench proved fatal
for SJSU when reserve fol.ward Jim Boyle’s unassisted tally with seven minutes remaining put the last
bits of icing on the cake.
"We can adapt to any
Mickey Mouse defense,"
Negoesco said of the Spartans’ strategy changes in
the second half. "Pros can
adapt to change and amatueres can’t. . . We are the
best in the country.
"San Jose doesn’t have
much depth and they are
very predictable,’ Negoesco added, seemingly forgetting the Dons 1-0 loss
earlier this season to the
Spartans in Kezar Stadium.
Swadley wrestles
The Spartans, however,
not belittling their name
went down fighting when
forward Steve Swadley decided to turn the soccer
game into a wrestling
match.
With 15 minutes remaining to play Swadley, out of
pure frustration, wrestled
John Brooks to the ground
The bout won the sophomore from Pleasanton a
red card and a one way trip
to the bench.
The real test of sportsmanship came after the
massacre when Spartan
roach Julie Menendez
praised the Dons for their
outstanding performance
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delphia against Clemson
University.
USF will battle Clemson
Saturday while Hartwick
will square off against Indiana in the other half of the
Franklin Field doubleheader.
The winners of the two
semifinal contests . will
meet Sunday for the NCAA
crown.

when his USF counterpart
could do nothing but sarcasticize the Spartans who
had won the West Coast Intercollegiate Soccer Conference crown with the 1-0
win over USF Oct. 2.
"We got beat by a great
team," Menendez admitted. "And I expect them
to go back and win the title.
"It was a good team
that made our defense look
bad and as far as Andy
(Atuegbu) goes he is just a
great player, there is none
better."
The victory will provide
the Dons with an opportunity to defend their NCAA
title next weekend in Phila-

Restaurant

Must have a copy of this
ad for these sales prices.
Sale ends Dec. 5, Sunday

BANDANA
WITH
GIFT
CERTIFICATE
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Inventor dreams up folding guitar
By Robyn U. McGee
High atop a hill in Los
Gatos is a man who acts out
his dreams every day of his
life.
Musician Francis Kosheleff, inventor of the foldup guitar, said he received
his inspiration in a dream.
"For years I had this
recurring dream. In it I
find myself in a strange
city all by myself. I walk
over to this shop with many
strange musical instruments. I look around for
someone to talk to but
there’s no one there. I then
go away and try to find the
shop again. In the morning
I awake feeling very
frustrated."

Kosheleff knew the
dream had a message and
the message was for him to
create. Thanks to his
dream, Koseheleff has
created instruments
ranging from the fold-up
guitar to a guitar-like pyramic made for four people to
play.
"The idea behind the
folding guitar is it will be
for those who go backpacking, camping or hiking
and want to take their
music.
With this type of guitar
a musician wouldn’t have
to pay for an extra seat on a
bus or airplane for his
instrument.
As caretaker of two Los

Faculty, student
recitals slated

Si

The SJSU Music
Department will feature
Cherie Curry in a faculty
music recital tonight at
8:15 in the Music Department Concert Hall.
Her piano performances
will include "Variation on a
Theme" by Robert Schumann and "Two Intermezzi" and "Rhapsody in
B minor" by Brahms.
She will also play
Scriabin’s "Sonata in F
sharp minor."
A free music recital by
students will be held Thurs-

Wocelliai

Francis Kosheleff, Los Gatos inventor of musical instruments, is shown here with his latest creation - the
folding guitar. Besides this guitar, Kosheleff has made his
own version of a sitar. He is presently experimenting with
a I iberglas guitar.

day at 3:15 p.m. in the Main
Concert Hall of the Music
Department. The concert,
conducted by Prof.
Raymond Nilsson, will
feature "Scences from
Opera "

(DOPY-RIGHT

THESIS SPECIALIST
100%

excitement from the
ladies.
And the procession
began.
Hallick’s humility and
charm was a surprise to all
as he hilariously bit the
hands of some fans, kissed
others and responded to
such embarrassing comments like "Do you know
you’re extremely handsome?" with a casual, "so
I’ve been told."
One teeny bopper,
shying away at first, bent

over the table saying "My
hands are really cold."
Humorous Hallick
returned as he stared at
her chest, "You may have
cold hands but you sure
have a nice . . . hmm . .
personality." And the girl
giggled away.
Jaime Lyn Bauer
apologized to an elderly
woman who scolded her for
causing problems to her TV
sisters and the other stars
speculated on new plans
coming up in future shows.

of
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announcements

KUNG FU is now available at the In,
suture of PsychoPhysical Development la non-profit educa
honal corporation/ 3
S First
St 4th Floor, San Jose. Classes
are on MON three THUR at 7 p.m.
and SAT at 10 a m., spectators
welcome. Full-time students 112
units or morel get a 15% discount For more information drop
by or call 293-6611.
Hire a
PHOTOGRAPHS
photographer at a small hourly
fee for weddings, dinners, etc.,
and keep the negatives. Also will
trade this service for others Call
Ron 14151 471 7727
The Chasten Science Orgsnizetion
meets at 3.30 Wednesdays in the
The
SJSU Studei it Chapel
SJSU campus community is
welcome.
Give a used censers for Christmas
or sell your used photographic
equipment for extra Christmas
cash. We have complete cameras
for under $40 call White Book at
227.5511
MEDICAL SCHOOL in Mexico eccepting American students. Prac
lice in the US, WHO approved. 4
year course, loans available, for
December appointment in your
area. Ca11219.772 4492
Kung-Fu at Gaoler Center. 520 W.
Virginia Sr , Start December 6,
M W nights. time 6 8 p m , costs
$4 for 8 wks All are welcome.
For more information, drop by or
call 295 4770. T Cheng
FREE SKI TRIP
A.S. Winter Carnival. "Escape ’77"
is having a raffle for one free trip
to KIRKWOOD Jan. 9-14. Inft
relation at table at S.U. or A.S
Business Office 277 2731

It.

automotive

A 10% DISCOUNT with this ad for
an Electronic DYNAMOMETER
tune up at TUNE 41. the auto
motive tune up specialists. 1531
W San Carlos, SJ Your cost will
be 4 cyl 033, 6 iyl 135 M. 8 tY1
436 90 (most cars) Parts It labor
included Guaranteed 6 month.;
Takes about 30 min Phone
286 3566 Discount good through
December 1 1976,
’56 Chevy Step Van, partially con
verted to carixel, runs well, cast!
241 5721
All work
VW REPAIR
Tune up 122 in
guaranteed
eluding new parts Free house
calls vi SJS area. Winterize your
VW NOW, Cali Dati at 293 4616

Resprinsible for reciimmending
I,, tlw President of the (’ollege
policies arid procedures which
guide and facilitate the functkEtig
of all official student and college
contmunicatleine, meeila and pre
heel then freedom 1,, pilhush

T hi.

Theatre fans:

Student Positions Open
3 STUDENTS ATAARGE

::

PIANO INSTRUCTION - THEORY
Er HARMONY
CLASSICAL
TO JAZZ - 20 YEARS EXPER
IENCE, CALL 2257013.
BREAD AND ROSES BOOKSHOP
136 So. 1st St , 294 2930.
New and used. Afro-American
Latino. Chicano, Native American, Marxist, women’s labor,
children’s books Et much more.
Selected posters Et records.
Friendly personal service.
Browsers welcome Ask about
our special events. Open 10 to 6.
Mon. through Sat.
AWAKEN Your fantasies while
conditioning your body Eufrasia
School of Ballet offers special
college age classes for beginners
through advanced. Small classes
individual attention. Studios:
San Jose 9 Santa Clara.
241-13(X)

entertainment

COMMUNICATIONS
BOARD

Since his folding
creation, Kosheleff has
become somewhat of a
celebrity. Several articles

about him have appeared
in local publications and a
guitar specialist praised
his "baby" as sounding
better than the best
classical guitar. How has
his overnight success af-

Kosheleff
"Not at all and ! hope it
never does," Kosehleff
said.
By the way, Francis
Kosheleff no longer has
that dream.
ccted

We Offer A
Student Discount
on all drafting and
engineering supplies
SAN JOSE BLUE PRINT SERVICE

835 West Jul an, SJ
Since
295-5770

SUPPLY CO.

1201 Camden, Campbell
377-2807

192elcD

ALL STYLISTS TRAINED IN ’YOSH’ TECHNIQUE

Iheadiin

Cr

HAIR DESIGN

7c

CALL FOR APPOINTMENT
Phone 377-1601
2080 S Bascom Avenue (next to Denny’s)
eampbell

classifieds

eveS

GET INVOLVED!

"I have approached
several people about manufacturing them but I don’t
want to get rich. I’d much
rather some olic else build
them and just give me a
few dollars on each one.’
Before coming to this
area, Kosehleff, married
and father of two, lived in
Bolinas, an artist’s resort
located between Stinson
Beach and Pt. Reyes.
Once he and a group of
musician friends played a
concert at the San Francisco Conservatory of
Music using only instruments he made.
"I played this,"
Kosehleff said, pointing to
guitar -like instrument
made of bark. "I call it the
tree trunk of fun."

COTTON
a coPY
SHARP, CLEAR, QUALITY
LAMINATING Et INSTANT BOOKBINDING
2939 PARK AVE., SANTA CLARA

Soap opera stars attract
admiring, awed groupies
By Valerie Tucker
It was a dream come
true this weekend for soap
opera fans as some of the
most popular daytime TV
personalities came to the
Center of Performing Arts
in a touring production of
Neil Simon’s comedy,
"Plaza Suite."
There they were;
Ceraldine Whitney from
The Edge of Night," Tom
Horton from "Days of Our
Lives," "General
Hospital’s" Dr. Jim Hobart
as well as Kay Chancellor,
Brad Elliot and Lone
Brooks from "The Young
and the Restless," all within touchable distance
signing autographs after
the show.
It was clearly the thrill
of seeing their favorite
stars, rather than a wellacted theater performance, that attracted
the majority of the audience ( mainly females
between their late teens
and senior citizenship) to
the center.
The play itself showed
all actors had an impeccable sense of comedic
timing.
The second act, which
featured Jaime Lyn Bauer
and Tom Hallick (Lorie
and Brad from the "Young
and the Restless"), evoked
the greatest response from
the audience as women of
all ages drooled at the sight
of tall and virile Hallick in
a tight white jump suit trying to lure an innocent but
inebriated Bauer into bed.
1nstamatic cameras
flashed wildly throughout
their appearance.
As the performance
ended, most of the audience rushed out of their
seats, some falling on the
steps, in a mad dash for the
front of the autograph line.
The mob resembled that
of a Hollywood Premiere
with people of all types
waiting in anxious anticipation for the elevator door
to open and the celebrities
to appear.
Finally, as a hush fell
over the room, the elevator
door opened and the stars
appeared, led by none
other than the dashing.
witty and modest Hallick,
who brought more screams

Gatos estates, Kosheleff is
allowed the free time he
needs to create. Most of his
materials come from the
near-by forest or the San
Jose Flea Market.
"When I’m building I let
the wood take shape as it
will. This guitar is not
made like an ordinary one,
because the hinge on the
collapsible arm of the guitar would change the
acoustic qualities. When I
first got the idea I went to
the Flea Market, bought a
broken guitar for a couple
of dollars and started to
experiment."
The result is a chic
looking piece with a spruce
and mahogany body, a
laminated neck made of
walnut, an ebony fingerboard and a fiberglass
case. Although Kosheleff
doesn’t like to discuss
money he did admit the
guitar could sell commercially for about $500.
Kosheleff has already
applied for a patent for his
invention and says he may
decide to have them mass
produced.

4:

:

Theme., Arts

Dept. will present Garcia Lorca’s
poetic tragedy or mystery, passion and death
Blood Wedding. Don’t cross this one The
play opens Dec. 3 in the Univer.
sity Theatre at 8 p.m. For tickets
call 277-2777 Tues.-Fri 12-4 p no.

eluded. No pets, call 998-2170 or
2136-4095.
Female Gradual?, Student needs
quiet apartment or house to
share as of Jan. 1, 1977. Prefer
within walking distance of campus. Call now 294-9565.

’41

FURNISHED 1 harm, CLEAN.
QUIET, 2 blocks from SJSU, 2nd
floor, 1 car stall. Avail. Dec. 1,
$155 mo., $100 dep (fully refundable). Inquire 295-7513 1556 S.
5th, No. 201

for sale

CASH for books and records.
Phone 286-6275. Recycle Bookstore, 98 E. San Fernando, SJ.
Selection of used books St
records Great,
SHREDDED FOAM Rubber. 50C
lbs Any Quantity. 2931954.
NEW FURNITURE for Sale 2 single
beds, dressing table, kitchen
table. Call 294.5472.
MEN’S 6 speed Raleigh. Ex. cond.,
have papers, $75 or best offer.
297-0211
WOLF SHEPHERD PUPS. Unique
Hybrids from white Canadian
Tundra Wolves Light to Dark
Silver Beige. Call 234-9700 Lynn.

help wanted

IMMEDIATE NEED: Sales leaders.
Sell tomorrow’s products today.
.
Come to where the money is
with Shaklee products. Call
356-9226 or 286-5396. ask for
ACTIVIST: Need a job for ’,Inas?
Work with grass-roots citizen’s
organization for better transit,
quality education, consumer protection Salaried positions. fa or
part time Call 293,2684, 9 to 2.
Santa Clara Valley Coalition.
WE HAVE JOBS for 6 persons. Full
or part time Set your own hours.
FREE crash course training. Call
Mrs. Le Mann between 2 6 5
p.m. Mon. thru Thursday.

if.

housing

DEUGHTFUL tic i to live Ping
pong. volleyball, dishwasher,
radar oven Extra clean, extra
quiet. 234 S. 11th St. 114k. from
campus $85 and up. 998-0803.
968-7410 level Mors wanted.
EXCELLENT Rooms Across Campus, men. 99 S 9th St Kitchen
prin. Shared $70:mo. Private
$105,’mo Phone 279-9816, if no
answer call 268 1750. Girls 278S
10th St. Across Bus. Build.
Kitchen privil Sr parking from
$75 shared mo b $115 private.
Call 279 9035. if no answer on the
above ;lumbers call 268 1750
DELIGHTFUL place to live Ping
Pong, Volleyball, dishwasher,
radar oven. Extra clean, extra
quiet 234$ 11th St 11,1k from
campus $90 and up. 998-C603,
968-7410 level Ales wanted
Share Furs. Apt; with mother and
bib
daughter. own bedrms.
SJSU 293 2898 Street pkg
Deluxe secure 2 Intern apt. Pool,
w w . carpets, drapes, A E K
4185 mo 287 9783 or 292 7942
Neer SJSU. 2 ft 3 Inems. 2 baths.
Furnished
starting at $245
Underground parking. 470 So
11th St .287-7590
A FAR-OUT bunch of people Wartt
you in then complex, 1 Mem, Ig,
oldy but goody, 10 min away
from sch
by bike
$155
294 8545
The State House Apts. at 508 So.
till, St , all 2 hr and 2 ba at
4205 with lleW furniture, carpets.
anti drapes
Parking spaces
available. See manager at Apt 1
of t all 286 4967
Lg. HOUSE, For Quiet students.
$95 ft $100 Extra Lg Rooms
available.. 2 laks from SJSU
Share bath and bitch Utilities in

Classified Rates

A.S. LEISURE
SERVICES BOARD

One
day
3
4
5
6

4 STUDENTS-AT -LARGE
SVIVICes B’,net pr.,
I tv
cents a fiecrestion Program for
all staff and students of San Jose
State The Board handles all
protests and special rulings in
connection with the administra
lion of rules of competition Anti
the Intramural Program

lines
lines
Imes
lines

St 50
2 00
750
300

Each additional
50

::

Two
days

Three Four
days days
700 725 240
2 50 276 790
300 325 340
3 50 375 390
line add.
50
50
50

Five
days

Each
addi
t tonal
day

750
3 00
3 50
4 00

35
35
35
35

a

Classification

Anr,iii,nie,nent

DEADLINE FRIDAY

,

Automotive
roe. t moment

( contact Gloria Grotlan-A.9. Personnel Offices 3rd level S.U.
.
_

For Sale

Help Wanted
I P Housing

ii

Lost and F ound
I Personals

Porn. Room for rent, clean, quiet.
Kietchen, free dish detergent and
paper towel, toilet paper 2 blks
from college Start $55 mo. Call
998-2312 or 99E1-9649.
5.65

h.

TYPING 5IX page w ’2 days notice.
Overnight rush IX, 41 page. Call
293-2838
DATES - CLIMB out of your cor,
ner
meet someone exciting.
Questionnaire discreetly sent in
unmarked envelope. Write
MATCHMAKER, P.O. Box
24696, San Jose, Ca. 95154.
AMERICAN BANK TELLER’S
SCHOOL HELPS YOU TO MAKE
CAREER IN BANKING. TRAINING ARRANGED AT BANK IN
YOUR COMMUNITY. CALL
868-8200 for INFO

personals

EXPERIENCE open friendly communication w your peers in a
quiet warm atmosphere. Drop by
the Peer Drop 111 Center, 3rd
floor, Student Union, Diablo
Room. It’s a friendly place to
relax and meet people, also
workshops, groups, referrals and
information M. thur Thurs., 10
a.m - 7 p.m., Friday 103 p.m.
Drop by soon.
STUDENTS HAVE a 15% discount
On all plants anytime, at the
PLANTIOUE 2395 So Bascom
Ave., Campbell 371-7531 Open
9.9
Sorry for the difference
CHERYL
of opinion WISH THE BEST
FOR YOU

if’
h.

Let THE SECRETARY type your
thesis, term paper or report .
fast Et efficient IBM Correcting
Selectric Weekends also avail
able 446-4928 Ask for Betty.

SRIRIOS

h.

SAVE THIS AD. Before you pur
chase costly stereo equipment,
check with us for discounts on
200 major brands of Audio, TV,
tape, car stereo, etc. Advice on
purchasing the Right gear the
first time with no hassles. We
manufacture a complete line of
Hi Fi speakers and blank record
ing tape sold wholesale to the
public
Sounds Unique. 998
2693, Toes Sat. 12-6.
USED STEREO EQUIPMENT. We
buy Et sell used stereo equip
ment REBUY HI F1, 5023 Ste
yens Creek Blvd. Santa Clara.
985-0344, T.F. 10.1 Sat. 105
LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEMS: You

Services
Transportation
Tfavei

3 way
most hear our 12 inch
Mini Tower for $195 It’s sound Er
price can’t be beat Super 10 inch
$90 Call Now KCK
3 way
Loudspeaker Systems 371 2048
SHIATSU - Japanese finger
pressure therapy. $12 treatment
Call Herb Cohen. 246-8613

I"

travel

Enroll
STUDENT Dental Plan
Applications and in
"now"
formation at Associated Stu
dents office or call 371,6811
TYPING - IBM Selectric
253 3684
Pick up and Delivery
YOGA and Meditation Classes nf
fered day and night. Yoga is a
mental and physical discipline
the meditation practice is simple
and direct The price is 20 dollars
for 30 classes of 2 hours each
Call now 292 WAVE San Jose.
Term Papers
TYPING.
resumes theses senior projects letters. 75C page and up.
Office near SJU. 287-8611,
287-8612199 m to 1:30 p.m lox
262-1923 (all other hours) Ask
for Kitty Cadet North Valley
Secretarial Service
thesis, term papers.
TYPING
etc , experienced and fast
Phone 269 8674

EUROPE ISRAEL AFRICA Student
charter flights year round. ISCA
1609 Westwood alvd No 103.
L A Calif 90024 12131 826 5669,
826-0955

SEND YOUR
CHSISJMAS

gsfagINg

Instead of a card, send
a Christmas message in
the Spartan Daily Personals.
Something Especiall), Nice.

I hear you’ve fallen in love . . for
Special music, chosen by you for
your wedding day, call 371 1877.
Skip Garcia, Balladeer. Muse for
vwx1dings. receptions, and per
vette parties
TYPING - IBM SEL. 11, fast, ac
Campbell Tura
curate. exp
lean 267 3119 Nan
TYPING SERVICE. Quality
Reasonable
Fast
work
rates South San Jose. Ann
Huston, 578 3891

2 lines 1 day is 75C
2 lines 2 days is $1
Come in to JC 208 between
9 a.m. and 3 p.m.

STUDENT RATES/ Teen papers.
1 Nees, Resumes. Stevens Creek
near Kiely, 984 moo

non commcial ads only

QUALITY IBM TYPING
PALO ALTO AREA
JOYCE ADAMS
329-0313

Print Your Ad Here:
,"

h loiel

__Phone_

Address
City
SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIED
IAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA 951,32

Enclosed NIL _ _

. _.For

-04EYS

Deadline, tvvo days 1,110r 10 publication
’COnSetUtive publication Oates on
ly

Plo

refunds

.1

FLIGHTS winter and
spring to London from Oakland
Seats available for XMAS. $359,
3 or 4 weeks Also Frankfurt from
L.A from $393 British European
Travel. 937 Saratoga Ave , San
Jose, 95129 Phone 446 5252.
CHARTER INFORMATION TO
. CHICAGO
NEW YORK
EUROPE AT CHRISTMAS .
MANY OTHER DESIGNATIONS
. . YOUTH HOSTEL CARDS
. . WORK ABROAD .. STU
DENT I.D. CARDS . . EURAIL
Sr BRITRAIL PASSES .
FLIGHTS
INTEREUROPEAN
. . INFORMATION TO ALL
PARTS OR THE WORLD . .
CONTACT THE STUDENT
TRAVEL CENTER IBARRACK
//8. BEHIND MORRIS DAILEY)
MON. WED. 6 THURS 1 p.m .4
OR CALL ANYTIME
p.m
259.8356. The Student Travel
Center is sponsored by SJSU
Backpackers International Club
GOING ABROAD?? Chances are
you need appliances that operate
on 220 volt. 50 cycle We carry a
variety of 220 volt appliances
ARIS EXPORT CO 6419 Telegraph Ave . Oak Ca 94609 Tel
415 654 4751
CHARTER

services

Print name..,,,,._._ _

50
Minimum Three Lines One Day
Semester rate (all issues1 825 00

Check

2 bedroom apt., clean and nicely
furnished. Near campus, $185
mo. Call 293-0102.
FURNISHED 1 BDRM. APT. Clean
6 quiet, water & garbage pd Tenant parking $140 me Near
SJSU 288-7474 or 279-0949 after

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITYI Stuff
envelopes $50 per 100. Send
stamped addressed envelope to
A Rodriguez, 1212 E. William
St.. San Jose, Calif. 95116
Give a beautiful color portrait to a
loved one this holiday season call Richard Mayer Photographer
at 292 2667

on

cancelled

ads
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Academic Senate lists future considerations

Community, students subjects of proposals
Proposals on subjects
ranging from student
rights to campus-community relations are on a
list formulated by the Academic Senate’s executive
committee for consideralion by senate committees
in the near future.
The list which runs to 36
items, was made up at the
senate’s Asilomar retreat,
held two weeks ago near
Students should serve
on committees in all capacities except where prohibited by trustee directive.
Monterey and involving the
input of faculty, administrators and students.
The executive committee includes President John
Bunzel, Executive Vice
President Burton Brazil,
Academic Vice President
Hobert Burns. Senate
Chairwoman Carlene
Young. A.S. President
James Ferguson. and
several other faculty and
staff members.
Senate committees will
study the lists of items and
make proposals to the
whole senate, which is the
university’s policy-recone
mending body.
The list includes 11
action items which must be
returned to the senate from
committees by Feb. 15.
The executive committee also came up with 17
items for committee study,
the results of those studies
being due in the senate by
March 28.
Proposals approved
Eight other items on the
list were sense of the
senate resolutions, meant

C Trivia

to indicate the unofficial
position of the body.
If the committee proposals are passed by the
senate next semester, they
will still have to be approved by Bunzel before
they are written into university policy.
"I hope the administration won’t drag its feet too
much," said Ferguson.
"The students at the conference got the faculty to
rn a Ice some corn m it ments," he adder’
Young said the students
at the conference were
very articulate and there
were more students there
than at most Asilomar conferences, which are an annual event.
"We wanted to get the
issues out right away so
they don’t die or get buried," she said when asked
about the speed exhibited
The senate should provide liaison people to work
with the city of San Jose
an d other communities un
an on-going basis.
in considering items and
writing the list.
The list included these
action items on student
rights and responsibilities:
Responsibilities clarified
’Students should serve
on committees in all
capacities except where
prohibited by trustee directive.
*The senate should look
into the matter of student
rights and responsibilities
to clarify and define these
rights. These rights should
be widely disseminated,
’The senate should examine all forms of media
and find out the rules of access and whether or not the
students have access.

*The Academic Senate
should schedule communication workshops between students, the senate
and the administration.

"I hope the administration won’t drag it’s feet
too much. The students
at the conference got the
faculty to make some
commitments."
James

Ferguson

attract people to the
campus.
*Set up satellite campus
programs to service outlying areas of SJSU. San
Jose’s enrollment area
roughly includes Monterey,
San Benito and Santa Clara
counties, and some people
who live far away cannot
come to this campus for
their education, Young
said.
The list included these
action items on advising:
Advisors skilled
’ Training programs
should be developed for
each department’s advisors. One or two individuals who are expecially
skilled should be designated as the head advisGis
for a department.
*Each department
should send a copy of its advising procedures to the
Academic Senate.
’ Faculty advising
should be issued in written
form. It should also be contractually binding. Special
advising problems should
be handled by the head advisers.
*One day each semester
should be set aside for the
purpose of providing
academic advising for the

78 -year-old SJSU freshman
inspired to keep learning

TRIVIA QUESTION
FOR TODAY: What
were the names of the
two police officers who
drove Car 54 in the
series "Car 54 Where
Are You?"
WEDNESDAY’S ANSWER: Shari Lewis’s
puppets were Lamb
Chop and Charlie Horse.

Continued from Page 1
Cheyrias is taking seven
units this semester.
Besides a French literature
course, he is enrolled in a
dance class in a gerontology course.
He usually spends 15
hours per week studying in
the library. "Sometimes I
won’t look at television on
he said,
weekends,’
pointing out his additional
10 hours of study at home.
But at times it is difficult to refrain from
watching television, he
admitted. "I miss football

A Way to Sa Money

MARSAL’S
Hous of Surplus
Levis Bells & Cords
Backpacks Shoes
and mary other goods
124E SmAa Clara
Betwowl 3rd it MA

PERFORKAKE
Complete VW Repair

New & Used Parts

VALVE JOB SPECIAL
$169.95
,,cludes; rebuilt heads, new
guides, valves,
’rind seats.
Core charge
,1 heads are
serviceable

ALL WORK GUARANTEED
Rebuilt engines, heads, and
NCO cranks exchange Also flycutting
ft line boring

We’ve moved to 147 Bernard (off S. 1st), S.J.
Call for appointment
Near Nude Furniture

293-4619

The list included these
study items on student
rights and responsibilities:
Students should have a
right to withdraw from any
class at any time for any
purpose without academic
penalty.
*Should students have
equal status in the academic community? This
item refers to the question
of whether students now
have an equal say with fa culty and administrators in
university matters and if
they should have equal say,
according to Milton Andersen, executive committee
member.
Investigate those
things in the grading systern which tend to assign
differential status to students. This item refers to
the tendency of faculty and
students to consider students in terms of their
grades treating A students differently from C
students, according to An dersen.
Community developed
Review the Statement
on Student Rights and Responsibilities.
The list included these
action items on corn munity-campus relations:
’The senate should provide liaison people to work
with the City of San Jose
and other communities on
an on-going basis. Individual faculty members do
this on their own now, according to Young, but the
senate has no direct input
from community meetings.
*Establish an ad-hoc
committee to investigate
and develop programs for
community cultural enhancement of the university. Young said this corn mittee should develop a
high-powered, first-class
series of cultural events to

10 min. from SJSU

games," he said with a
chuckle.
Active in social events
with other senior citizens.
Cheyrias said his dance
class has been helpful.
"I am really learning a
lot about dancing," he said.
He has learned the fox trot,
tango and waltz. Because
of his age, Cheyrias said he
is a minority in the dance
class, but he said he does
not become disturbed when
"some girls don’t want to
dance with me."
Outside of his campus

activities, Cheyrias usually
attends three to four senior
citizen’s dances a week.
"Dances are about the
seventh wonder for senior
citizens," he said.
The widower added it is
better than sitting around
nights. Cheyrias pointed
out that some people can
forget about dying when
dancing.
However, he said there
is nothing so bad about
growing old. "So much is
being done with the over-60
people."

forthcoming semester.
Graduate students
should staff the "walkthrough" registration so
that faculty advisers could
be free to advise.
The list included these
study items on communicaFaculty advising should
should be issued in written
form. It should also be contractually binding. Special
advising should be handled by the head advisers.
tion:
*Encourage students to
become an integral part of
the university. More students should be on department committees.
’Department meetings
should be open to students.
Trade-off gripe sessions
should be scheduled between faculty and students

Nuclear tool

found around
campus area
A nuclear testing device
stolen from a pickup truck
two weeks ago was recovered Wednesday by a
man who told San Jose Police he found the device outside his house.
Charles Morris of 90 N.
Eighth St. said he had the
radioactive device for over
two weeks in his basement
before he reported it to the
police.
A spokesman for the
San Jose bomb squad.
which was called to the
scene, said the aluminum
box containing the device
was broken open exposini:
the radioactive material inside.
It wasn’t determined if
Morris was exposed to the
radioactive material.
The 63,000 device, used
by construction crews to
determine soil density, is
owned by A. W. Wahler and
Associates of Palo Alto.
The device now is in their
hands.

*University seminars
should be developed for
faculty and students to present papers to the campus
community.
.Departments should
sponsor educational
seminars conducted by students on any topic of their
choice: i.e., the best pizza
in town, or existentialism
in the Chemistry Department.
These sense of the
senate resolutions were developed on recruiting, admission and attrition.
’Trustees should be encouraged to permit waiver
of out-of-state tuition for
graduate students em
ployed one-quarter time or
more by the university.
*Trustees should be encouraged to permit waiver
of out-of-state tuition for
students who are new per
manent residents of the
state employed in permanent positions.
SJSU should develop
closer relations with Santa
Clara County including a

offered at night on rotation
with a frequency of at least
once every three years.
*Schools and departments should republicise
and re-emphasize the fact
that required general
education courses are offered at night.
Schools should encourage depart ments to assure that degree programs
can ’be completed entirely
at night.
To improve the university image in the local
community:
Acquaint the regional
media with the nature and
offerings of the university.
Encourage the Spartan Daily to develop
weekly feature column di, -

student,,
Graduate
should staff the "Walk
through" registration so
that taculty advisers could
be free to advise.

county representative on
the President’s Advisor
Board.
Programs rotated
The administration
should be encouraged to arrange for the installation of
secure parking facilities
for bicycles.
*Departments should be
encouraged to assure that
courses needed for graduate degree programs he

voted to good, creative.
scholarly, and unusual students, faculty and staff.
Encourage the alumni to include in their bulletin the essence of the Spartan Daily feature stories

BOOK
BARGAINS
by the 1,000’s always
85,000 PaperBacks
85,000 HardBounds
The Country’s Big Bookstore

BOOKS INC.
243-6262

420Temb
Yip
Si

mcDonahirs

WE’RE MORE
THAN FAST:
INEXPENSIVE
QUALITY
CLEAN

CONVENIENT
DELICIOUS
HOT

WE’RE ON SAN CARLOS, JUST ONE
Bt OCK FROM THE MEN’S GYM

COUPON

REMEMBER IF SJSU WINS AT
BASKETBALL YOU WIN BRING TICKET
TO McDONALD’S TO BUY ONE QUA R
TER POUNDER AND GET ONE FREE
GOOD THRU 12 1-1
per customer per v,

Between
11 am.closing
".

itd & SAN CARLOS
ia

NEED MONEY?
WANT A JOB WITH FLEXIBLE HOURS?

"BE A BARTENDER’
Learn a new, exciting career that pays well
and can be used while going to college.
Morning, afternoon, and evening classes available to fit your schedule.
Make a call to change your life.
Hours: 9am-lOpm
Call Dave

988-2333
American Bartenders School
1 765 Scott Blvd. Suite 212, Santa Clara)

CSUC to mull
pay, secrecy
A faculty and support
staff salary increase for
the 1977-78 CSUC budget
and a public record amendment are among the items
the CSUC Board of Trustees will review today and
tommorrow.
The actual amounts proposed in salary increases
are not available, according to Charles Davis, public
information officer at the
chancellor’s office.
Davis said the trustee finance committee will review the salary recommendations tomorrow
morning.
The public information

resolution would be an
amendment to Title IV of
the educational code.
The proposal would
make all personal records
except medical records
in the CSUC system public.
According to Davis, the
amendment is an effort of
the chancellor’s office to
cut down the bureaucracy
of records.
The proposal would call
for the elimination of unnecessary data. Also no information would be forwarded unless it is appropriate
such as financial
data to the state controller.

PARTICIPATE NOW!
Student Imput Needed

Campus Security Advisor
1 student-at-large
Reviews the sec unty needs of the campus, with an emphasis on public
safety, crime prevention, student and
community relations and educational
needs dealing with security

Budget Committee

2 students-at-large
Prepares the annual budget of the
Associated Students for submission
to Student Council. Brings to attention of College President, and Student Council Chairman, instances of
misuse of A S. funds.

Undergraduate Studies Committee
8 students-at-large
Reviews and coordinates the General Education program
and interdisciplinary, interschool and multi-disciplinary programs; reviews and coordinates the undergraduate curriculum and development, and advises on policies relevant
to undergraduate education.
Contact Gloria Grotjan A.S. Office 3rd floor S.U.

,

Open Evenings b Sundays
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AND UP

On Sale NOW!

Come Early For Best Selection!
Limited Time - Limited Quantity

-1157Spartan
Bookstore

